
Longships  raid game 
 
This is a short report on a “longships” game. Longships is the new rule set from Peter Pig.  Longships 
covers ninth century warfare.  The two players were Chris and Stewart. Both players were using 
Viking armies. It is a Viking on Viking raid game.  This battle report show how the mechanism takes 
effect rather than a detail of each mechanism. For more detail see the PP website rules section. 
 
 
Chris and Stewart used the points system to build their respective armies.  Each army has 5 units and 
a general. The figure scale is 1 to 1.  
 

Pre-game 
Chris and Stewart carried out simple map based re-game.  Stewart gained nothing from the pre- game. 
Chris on the other hand gained, a “re-roll reinforcements”, “ gain 2D6”, “no deviation arrival” and a 
“lose 1 base, gone Viking” events. 
Because Chris won the pre-game he becomes the raider. Stewart takes the role of defender. 
 
 

 



Here is the pre-game map.  Players proceed from start to end via a route of their own choosing. 

 
The building templates are set up first using a vector method.  Notice the dots that delineate the 6” 
grid. Table is 5 x 3 feet. 
 
 

Table set up 
The game is played upon a 5 x 3 foot table. Stewart deployed a road. Stewart and Chris set up the 
building templates first, using a vector system to ensure a good random spread.  Then Stewart set up 
the rest of the scenery. Each payer brought 7 pieces (including 3 buildings). 
 
As the defender, Stewart opted to deploy a defensive palisade upon one of his building templates. 
 
Here is Stewart’s army of 5 units. Typical units have 8 bases. 
 



 
 

Initial Forces 
Both players have 5 units.  The defender deploys 1unit, with the other 4 being in reserve. The 
raider/attacker deploys 4 with one unit in reserve. 
Stewart deploys his unit in the palisade accompanied by the general (Igor the irresistible).  
Chris deploys his units along the narrow edge of the table. 
 
GAME ON 
 

Turn 1 “Life in the fast lane” 
Chris moved a unit into a building template, searched it and found some plunder. The plunder turned 
out to be some locals.  Chris then moved his left hand unit up the table looking for buildings to 
plunder. One of their movement rolls was a fail and thus Chris’ turn ended. Chris would have used all 
of his units but if he gets a FAIL the turn is terminated. 
Stewart was a bit wary of coming out of his palisade, so sat still and waited for reinforcements.  
Stewart decided to put all of his reinforcement D6 upon a single unit. Many of that unit’s bases were 
mustered but not enough for Stewart to want to bring the unit on just then.   
  



 

View of the 
initial game set 
up. Stewart, 
the defender, 
has opted to 
use a palisade 
and put his 
first unit inside 
it. 
 
The attacker’s 
army is off 
table at the 
foot of this 
picture.  
Reinforcement 
units can arrive 
at any point 
around the 
table edge.  
Thus 
defender’s 
reinforcements 
might pick ff 
plunder laden 
units in the 
attacker’s rear 
areas! 

 
 

Turn 2 “Crime of the century” 
Chris pushed his right hand unit up the table. They searched and found some livestock. Chris gambled 
this against the chance of getting a “gift from God”, failure in this gamble lost the pigs too! 
Stewart diced and brought on his forts reserve unit upon the road near his palisade. There was no 
deviation in arrival square.  His Vikings were amassing whilst Chris did his raiding thing. 



 
An attacker’s unit with two plunder pieces in tow. A maximum of 3 pieces can be carried by a unit but 
they reduce fighting and moving effect. 
 
 

Turn 3 “I can see clearly now” 
Chris’ right hand unit continues to search for plunder, resulting in accidentally setting fire to some 
buildings. Meanwhile Chris has moved his left hand unit up to challenge the palisade (forming a 
shieldwall). Chris fails an action roll at this point and his turn ends. 
Stewart’s recently arrived unit moves into the palisade to join the general’s unit.  Things are shaping 
up for a confrontation. Stewart musters more men off table, but once again keeps them back until a 
unit is ready. 
 

Turn 4 “Sitting on the dock of the bay” 
Chris attempts to assault the palisade with his lead unit. The action fails and this Chris’ turn is ended. 
Stewart moves a unit out of the palisade to spread the fight to another of Chris’ coming units. 
 

Turn 5 “Don’t shoot me..” 
Chris rallies his men for another assault upon the palisade. It fails and thus the turn ends for Chris.  
Assaulting is a difficult action needing a 5,6 on any one of the six D6 rolled. 
Stewart shoots from the palisade and causes casualties. He then issues a challenge which is accepted. 
Wounds are inflicted, but both agree to end the challenge fight. 



Stewart’s third unit arrives from the land of reinforcements and also deploys near the palisade. The 
defending army is building up. The attacker is allowed to stop the game at turn 5 or any turn 
thereafter. Chris has not gained much but feels the tipping point arriving. Stewart wants the game to 
continue, so rolls a D6 -2 spots and ends up paying 0 victory points for a 1 turn extension. 

 
Raider has two units on the hill in the foreground. 
 
 

Turn 6  “We will rock you” 
Chris hails the palisade for a challenge. The challenge is fought but neither protagonist dies..lucky. 
Chris’ main action if the turn is to get his men to assault the accursed palisade. It fails (yet again   this 
was a two thirds to the power of 5 probability of failing =32/243= about a 1/8 chance). Unlucky again. 
 
As Stewart’s army gains confidence he moves his general to a unit by the church and leads an assault 
against the raiders.  Although the target (raiders) unit is not in shieldwall it stands it’s ground. The 
fight results in a “gaining ground” result in favour of Stewart’s unit. Following morale the raider’s 
unit routs (unexpected) due to the fight result and not being in shieldwall. Stewart’s other units help 
out by shooting at the arrayed raider units.  Then withdraw inside the palisade. 
Yet more of Stewart’s men arrive and once again appear near the church (reinforcements are allowed 
to appear anywhere around the table periphery; subject to a deviation roll). 
Stewart brings on another unit but in the flank of the table in order to pick off a raiding unit slowed by 
its plunder. 
 
 



 
Top of the picture is one of Stewart’s defending units assaulting up the hill . The raider unit in 
theforeground has lost 3 bases (casualties) and is being butchered. Most fight turns cause about two 
casualties. 
 



 
View from raider’s end. 
Raiders units are 1.Top corner of photo outside palisade. 2. On left of hill being butchered.  3.In right 
hand village doing some looting. 
 
  

Turn 7  “Total eclipse of the heart” 
Stewart pays to extend the game again (he may do this up to five times but each time costs victory 
points). 
Chris assaults the palisade. First his berserker group goes in and punches a hole. There is a lot of 
carnage with Chris’ assaulters achieving a win, but not enough to break the palisade defenders. 



 
Chris and Stewart continue a fight on the hill near the church.  Chris’ raiders hold the hill but are 
getting butchered. 
 
Stewart moves a unit to relieve the pressure on the palisade defenders. 
Stewart finishes butchering the unit of raiders on the hill. 
Stewart is not willing to pay for another turn and so the game stops after 7 turns (this is typical). 

 

 

On the left is raider’s unit assaulting the palisade.  It took so long that a defender’s unit has arrived 
on the raider’s flank. 

 

 
 

Outcome  “Homeward bound” 
At the conclusion of the game a victory point table is consulted. The criteria for the two armies are 
different; an average victory point score would by 50.  Most victory point scores are in terms of D6.  
Chris’ raiders achieve just 12 victory points. 
Stewart’s defenders achieve 43 victory points. 
 
This gives a difference of 31 which the narrative says is a “proper win”.  Loser’s narrative= All is 
bad”.  Winner’s narrative = “We are bloodied and happy” 
 
Thanks to Stewart and Chris, of the levellers club Weymouth UK, for playing the game, being 
interrupted and using their armies. 
 
martin 



 

 

Picture of whole game table.  Village in foreground is burning. 
The food in the foreground is “Pringles” a popular dark ages snack enjoyed by the rich folk. 

 

 


